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Fully converged state-to-state integral cross sections are reported for rhe reaction H + H2(uI =I, =0)4H, (z+= I, jz= 1 and 3) 
+H overa wde range ofenergy. The calculations include up to 19 partial waves (i.e. total angular momentum quantum numbers 
J=O, 1, _.., 18), which yield converged I+= I cross sections for total energies from threshold (~0.9 eV) up to z 1.4 eV. Phc 
calculated cross sectlons are a relatively smooth function of energy, and thus in substantial disagreement with the recent experi- 
mental results of Nieh and Valentini: the energy-averaged magnitudes ofthc experimental and theoretical cross sections, however. 
are in good agreement. The present calculations were performed with the LSTH potential energy surface for the H, system. 

I. Introduction 

The Smatrix version [l-3] of the Kohn varia- 
tional principle [ 41 provides an extremely powerful 
and general way of dealing with the non-local ex- 
change interactions that appear in one formulation 
[ 51 of chemically reactive scattering. The Kohn 
method is the simplest of several variational/basis 
set methods#’ that have been applied to this for- 
mulation because it only requires matrix elements of 
the Hamiltonian operator itself and not those in- 
volving Green’s function for a reference problem; not 
only are the required matrix elements much simpler 
to compute, but the dominant large matrices are en- 
ergy independent, meaning that they can be com- 
puted once and used in the remaining part of the 
scattering calculation at many different energies. Fi- 
nally and most importantly, use of s-matrix type (i.e. 
running wave) boundary conditions with the Kohn 
principle avoids the “Kohn anomalies” which ap- 
pear [ 9,101 when it is used with standing wave (K- 

i)’ For example the Schwinger varlational principle, see ref. [ 61, 
and for application to chemical reactions ref. [7]. and the 
Newton variational principle, see ref. [8] for application to 
chemical reactlons. 

matrix-type) boundary conditions and which have 
previously hindered its application. With this meth- 
odology, reactive scattering becomes an extremely 
straightforward quantum-mechanical problem: one 
chooses basis functions, computes matrix elements 
of the Hamiltonian, ‘and then performs a standard 
linear algebra calculation. We note that the s-matrix 
version of the Kohn method has been used previ- 
ously by Kamimura [ 111 to treat reactive collisions 
between complex nuclei and that it has also recently 
been successfully applied to electron-molecule scat- 
tering [ 121. 

Previous papers [ 13,141 by us have reported re- 
sults of calculations using this approach for the re- 
actions (in full 3-D space) H+Hz+H2+H and 
F+ H2 -+ HFS H, both for zero total angular momen- 
tum (J=O). The present paper reports our first re- 
sults for J> 0. In fact, calculations have been carried 
out for J= 0, 1, . ..) 18 in order to obtain integral cross 
sections 

(1) 
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for the H+HZ(v,,j,)+H,(v,, jz)+H reaction over 
a wide range of energy, for ZJ, =j, =O and y= l,j,= 1 
and 3. (If eq. ( 1) is the cross section for the distin- 
guishable atom reaction H+H’H”+HH’ +H”, then 
the experimentally observed cross section 5 for 
H + para-H2+ortho-Hz + H, properly summed and 

averaged over nuclei spin states, is given by [ 51 

a,?,:+ 1‘11, =3rJ L’ZllrL’,,, 1 (2) 

with j, even and j, odd. In our methodology - see 
section 2 - it is this properly averaged cross section 
that is calculated directly. In order to provide some 
results for future comparison with other workers, 
though, we do report some distinguishable atom re- 
action probabilities in section 3. Not only do these 
calculations demonstrate the capabilities of the pres- 
ent methodology, they are also quite timely because 
of the recent experimental results of Nieh and 
Valentini [ 15 1, who report an interesting energy de- 
pendence in the particular transitions v,=j,= 
0, Z+u,= 1, j,= 1, 3. Other recent calculations re- 
lated to the Nieh and Valentini experiments are those 
by Mladenovic et al., who only included total an- 
gular momentum values up to j=2 [ 161, and a later 
paper [ 171 that includes values up to j=20 for one 
vaIue of the scattering energy. Our present calcula- 
tions are in reasonable agreement #’ with those of 
Mladenovic et al. [ 16,17 1, but detailed comparisons 
cannot be made because these authors used a slightly 
different potential energy surface than the LSTH 
surface [ 181 that we have used. 

Section 2 first discusses some of the enhancements 
in the s-matrix Kohn approach that we have recently 
incorporated, and the results of the present caIcu- 
lations are discussed in section 3. The most signifi- 
cant aspects of our calculations is that the energy 
dependence of the integral cross sections, eq. (I ), 
for the U, =j, = O- v2 = 1, jz= 1 and 3 transitions show 
none of the interesting resonance-like structure re- 
ported by Nieh and Valentini. This is a significant 
discrepancy because the experimental results una- 
voidably involve some degree of averaging (here over 

Ii’ At the one energy for which calculations were reported in ref. 
[“I, our cross section for the dominant transition 
v, =j, =O-rrz=jz= 1 agrees with theirs IO within 10% if the 
value of ref. [ 17) is multiplied by 3 to account for the proper 
sum and average over nuclei spin states consistent with our 
ortho-para transition. 
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initial rotational states j, =O and 2, and over energy) 
that will further smooth out the theoretically calcu- 
lated cross sections. 

2. Methodology 

Because of space limitations we defer a compre- 
hensive summary of the methodology to a later pa- 
per. We use the general $-matrix Kohn expressions 
as given in ref. 123 and refer the reader to this paper. 
Evaluation of matrix elements of the Hamiltonian 
for a given total J is carried out using the prescrip- 
tion first given in ref. [ 51 (see also ref. [ 131). 

We also exploit the fact [ 19 ] that the free-free and 
bound-free matrix elements between basis functions 
of different arrangements (i.e. exchange matrix ele- 
ments) are neglrgible and thus do not need to be cal- 
culated. This elementary observation is very 
significant because the free-free and bound-free ma- 
trix elements arc energy dependent (because the 
“free” basis functions depend on energy), meaning 
that they must be recomputed at each different scat- 
tering energy. Not having to compute exchange ma- 
trix elements of this type means that essentially all 
the computation time per scattering energy is only 
that for solving the simultaneous linear equations to 
construct the quantity M- I-M,, (see ref. [ 2 ] ). 

Another important feature that we exploit in the 
present application is the fact that all three particles 
are identical. Thus the three arrangements a 
(HfH’H”), b (H’+HH”), and c (H”+HH’) are 
equivalent, so that the matrix of the Hamiltonian be- 
tween the various basis functions has the form 

The submatrices H,, = Hhh= H,. describe coupling 
between functions of the same arrangement (i.e. ine- 
lastic scattering), while the off-diagonal blocks (all 
equal to within a sign) describe exchange (i.e. chem- 

ical reaction 1. As discussed in ref. [ 5 1, these matri- 
ces can all be block diagonalized (into A- and E-type 
blocks) by the standard unitary transformation for 
three identical particles. This means that all the ma- 
trices involved in the S-matrix Kohn expressions are 
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only l/3 the size they would be without use of sym- 
metry. Also, since the processes of interest are or- 
tho-para transitions in HZ, we only have to deal with 
one block (of A-type) in order to obtain the cor- 
rectly symmetrized S-matrix (and thus cross sec- 
tions), i.e. we are pre-symmetrizing the problem as 
described in ref. [ 51, rather than solving the distin- 
guishable atom problem first (which would involve 
matrices three times larger) and then symmetrizing 
afterward. Another consequence of the initial state 
of interest having j, = 0 is that one only needs to carry 
out the calculations for one parity (rather than both) 
for each value of J. 

3. Results and discussion 

The basis set used for all production runs has the 
ro-vibrational set (of H2 states) ( 10, 8, 6,2) plus 21 
distributed Gaussians for the translational degree of 
freedom. (The notation (10, 8, 6, 2) designates the 
maximum rotational quantum number for each cor- 
responding vibrational state. Thus this basis set in- 
cludes the states j=O, 1, . . . . 10 for Y=O, j=O, 1, . . . . 
8 for v= 1, j=O, 1, . . . . 6 for v= 2, and j=O, 1 1 2 for 
U= 3.) This leads to 30 channels for J=O and to 145 
channels for J> 10. The size of the composite basis 
set (number of channels times number of transla- 
tional functions) is therefore 30x21=630 for J=O 
and 145 X 2 1 = 3045 for Ja 10; this is the dimension 
of the “large” by “large” matrix of the Hamiltonian 
(in the language of ref. [ 21 ). Our earlier calculation 
[ 131 for J=O showed this basis set to yield conver- 
gence of the reaction probabilities to a few percent. 

In order to provide benchmark results for other 
workers, we give detailed results for J= 1 in table 1 
and fig. 1. Specifically, table 1 gives the distinguish- 
able atom reaction probabilities for uI =j, =0-t 
( v2, j,) transitions at one total energy ( 1.14 eV), for 
the production basis set (10, 8, 6, 2) and also the 
larger one ( 12, 10, 8, 6). We also carried out some 
calculations including the next vibrational state 
(v= 4), and the results differed by less than 1% from 
those in table 1. Fig. 1 shows the rotationally summed 
(distinguishable atom ) reaction probabilities (in- 
cluding the usual factor of 2 for the two equivalent 
product arrangements), 

Table 1 
Distinguishable atom reaction probabilities P( vitO0) of H + Hz 
from initial ground state to final states at a total energy of 1 .I4 
eV for total angular momentum J= I 

(VA =’ (10,8,6,2)b' (12, l&8,6) 

01 
03 
05 
07 
I I 
13 
15 
Od’ 
I dJ 

1.8 ~10~“’ 1.79x10-’ 
2.38 x IO-’ 2.32x IO-’ 
3.20x10 ’ 3.1 IX 10-s 
1.23 x lo-’ 1.21 x lo-* 
1.82x IO-’ 1.81~10-~ 
1.56x 1O-2 1.59x1o-2 
9.16~10~“ 9.97x10-4 
2.49x 10-l 2.46x IO-’ 
3.48 x IO-> 3.50x 1o-2 

‘) Final state vibration and rotation quantum number. 
b, The number in parentheses is the maximum rotation quantum 

number in each vibration energy level. 
‘) These reaction probabilities are defined in terms of the reac- 

tive S-matrix elementsS&. c,,,~, by Pi,_on = 2z, IS$,,nw I*. 
di Summed over tinal rotational quantum number j (j=odd). 

for J= 1, u, =j, = 0, for the three final vibrational 
states v2 = 0, 1, and 2, over the range of total energy 
0.55 to 1.5 eV. 

The most interesting results, though, are the in- 
tegral cross sections, eq. ( 1 ), which involve a sum 
over all J values. To show how this partial wave sum 
converges, figs. 2 and 3 show the integral cross sec- 

Fig. I. Reaction probabihty forthe dlstinguishable atom reaction 
H+H,(o, =j,=O)~H,(v,allj)+Hfortotalangularmomentum 
J= I (see eq. (3) for precise definition ). as a function of total 
energy (=initial translational energy + ~0.27 eV). The results 
for v= 1 and v=2 have been multiplied by a factor of 2 and 10, 
respectively, for convenience in displaying them, 
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Fig. 2. Integral cross sections (cf. eq. ( 1) ) for the properly sym- Fig. 4. The points are the experimental integral cross sections of 
metrized reaction H+H*(u,~,)~H~(L)~~*)+H for v,=j,=O, ref. [ 151 for the reaction H+HI( v,j,)--rHZ(u2j2) +H, for U, ~0, 
v, =j, = 1, as a function of total energy. The various curves con- j, averaged over 0 and 2, uz= l,,*= I (open circles) and 3 (solid 
necting the (calculated) points are for various values ofJ,,,,,, the circles). The curves are the present theoretical cross sections for 
upper limit in the sum over J in eq. (1). The lowest curve is for uI =j, =O, v2= l,j,= 1 (solid curve) and 3 (dashed curve), i.e. 
,I,,,.,= 0, the next one above it for J,,,,, = 1, and so forth, with the the upper most (converged) curves from figs. 2 and 3, 
uppermost curve for J,., = 18. respectively. 

tion for the transition vI=j,=O+vz=l, jZ=l and 
u?= 1, jr= 3, respectively; the sequence of curves 
(correcting the calculated points) are for the sum 
over J in eq. ( 1) from J=O to J,,,. for J,,, = 0, 1, 
2 > ..‘, 18. As expected, higher energies require larger 
values of .I,,. for convergence, and one sees in these 
figures that J,,,,, = 18 gives converged cross sections 
for total energies up to about 1.4 eV. (We note again 
that the results in figs. 2 and 3 are the correctly sym- 
metrized [ 5 1, physically observable cross sections: 
see the comments following eq. ( 1.1 ).) 

Fig. 4 shows the experimental results of Nieh and 
Valentini for the integral cross sections for U, =0, 
j, +vz = 1, jz= 1 and 3, along with our converged re- 
sults (i.e. the upper most curves from figs. 2 and 3). 

We note that the experimental results involve a 
Boltzmann average over (even) values of j, (52Or6 
j, =0 and 48% j, = 2 ) while our results are for j, = 0, 
but we do not feel that this significantly clouds the 
comparison. (Averaging over j, would be expected 
to further quench any structure in the theoretical re- 
sults that might exist for individual j, values.) One 
sees that the overall magnitude of the reactive cross 
sections, which are both absolute measurements/cal- 
culations, agree well, but that the theoretical cross 
sections show essentially none of the resonance-like 
structure in the energy dependence reported in the 
experimental results. This is a significant discrep- 
ancy, since any further averaging of the theoretical 
cross sections (e.g. over j, and over a finite distri- 
bution in energy) would further smooth out the en- 
ergy dependence of the theoretical results. 

Cl"1 

0 
0 5 

Elev) 

Fig. 3. Sameas fig. 2, except for u2= l,j,=3. 

Shown in fig. 5a is Nieh and Valentini’s result for 
the ratio of cross sections for uz = 1 to v,=O, each 
summed over all final odd rotational states. This ra- 
tio further enhances the resonance-like structure of 
their results. To compare with this, Mladenovic et al. 
[ 16 ] computed the analogous quantity, but with J,,,,X 
(the largest total angular momentum quantum num- 
ber retained in the partial wave sums in eq. ( 1) ) 
limited to J,,,,,=O, 1, and 2. Even though the indi- 
vidual cross sections are far from converged with 
these values of J,,,,, (cf. figs. 2 and 3), these authors 
suggested that the ratio of cross sections might con- 
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I 1 I I 

o3 a T 

Fig. 5. (a) Experimental results of ref. [ 151 for the ratio of inte- 
gral cross sections a(vz+-u,j,), each summed over final (odd) 
values of the rotational quantum numberj,, for U, ~0, j, aver- 
aged over 0 and 2. (b) Theoretical results for the same ratio as 
in (a), except forj, ~0. The various curves correspond to diffcr- 
ent values of J,,,. the upper limit in the sum over total angular 
momentum J in eq. ( I ). The upper most curve is for J,,,=O, 
and the successively lower curves are for J,,,,,,=4, 8. and 12, 
respectively. 

verge more rapidly with increasing J,,,,x than the in- 
dividual cross sections. 

To test this suggestion, we computed this ratio as 
a function of energy for a sequence of J,,,,, values; 
the results are shown in fig. 5b. A resonance-like 
structure with some resemblance to the experimental 
result is seen for Jmax= 0, and it is still present, though 
somewhat diminished, for J,,,,, = 4. By J,,,,, = 8, how- 
ever, it has almost disappeared, and is totally gone 
by Jm = 12. As expected, the sum over many partial 
waves tends to average out resonance structure in the 
energy dependence of integral cross sections. The 
question, of course, is why is it seen experimentally, 
since a still larger value of J,,, is required to produce 
converged cross sections. Again, we note that the ex- 

perimental results involve an average overj, = 0 and 
2, while our theoretical results are for j, =0, but we 
do not believe that this will change the comparison 
in a significant way. 

4. Concluding remarks 

The S-matrix version of the Kohn method thus 
provides .an extremely powerful and general way of 
dealing with Miller’s formulation of chemically re- 
active scattering. The present results, which are the 
first converged cross section calculations over this 
broad high-energy region, signal the fact that theo- 
retical reaction dynamics has entered a new era, 
where accurate ab initio reactive scattering calcula- 
tions will be possible for a number of simple chem- 
ic31 reactions, allowing detailed comparison with 
modern experiments in the field. 

At the present stage of development of this meth- 
odology, the computational effort per energy is es- 
sentially only that for solving the simultaneous linear 
equations to obtain the quantity M-‘-MO (cf. ref. 
[ 21). For the present H + H2 system, this amounts 
to a few seconds per energy for J=O and to a few 
minutes per energy for &IO. Further efficiencies 
may thus be gained by using various ways to reduce 
the size of the composite basis set (channel func- 
tions times translational functions). These include 
use of distorted “free” translational basis functions 
(i.e. the functions u. (R) of ref. [2] ), use of a va- 
riety of basis set contraction schemes [ 20 1, and use 
of more sophisticated (e.g. Lanczos iteration) meth- 
ods to solve the linear algebra problem. All of these 
approaches are currently being pursued by several 
different research groups. 

Finally, what can we say about the discrepancy be- 
tween our calculated cross sections and the experi- 
mental ones, cf. fig. 4? Assuming that there is no 
“silly” programming error in our results - and one 
can never be absolutely sure of this until the results 
are confirmed by independent calculations - one 
must question whether either the potential energy 
surface or the experiments really measure what is 
claimed. The LSTH potential energy surface [ 18 ] is 
the result of extensive ab initio calculations [ 2 1 ] and 
reproduces rate constant values quite well [ 22 1. It 
probably has some defects in the van der Waals re- 
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gion, but it is unlikely that this would significantly 
effect reactive cross sections at these relatively high 
energies. We do not believe the present discrepancy 
is due to shortcomings of the potential surface. 

With regard to the experimental results, there is 
one clue that may be relevant. Referring to figs. 5a 
and 5b the calculated ratio of cross sections 
a( v2= 1 )/a( v2=O) shows some resemblance to the 
experimental ratio if only smdl values of total an- 
gular momentum J are retained in the partial wave 
sum. If the experimental configuration did not in fact 
measure integral cross sections, eq. ( 1 ), but rather 
the differential cross sections in the backward direc- 
tion, say, then one would expect only small values of 
J to contribute significantly to the partial wave sum. 
The calculated results in fig. 5b suggest that some 
resonance structure might then appear. This is, ad- 
mittedly, rather farfetched, but may merit some 
consideration in analyzing the experimental mea- 
surements. 
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